
Short Trip

N Vasa isit
Your most memorable days await you

A visit to NASA can be a transformative experience for students, opening their eyes to the vast 
possibilities that lie beyond our world. It’s not just about getting a closer look at rockets and 
spacecraft; it's about touching the very frontier of human knowledge and ambition. When 
students step into a NASA facility, they are stepping into a world where science fiction meets 
reality, where the boundaries of human achievement are constantly being pushed further. This 
firsthand exposure to the world of space exploration can spark a sense of wonder and curiosity 
that lasts a lifetime.

Moreover, such visits are incredibly impactful in inspiring the next generation of scientists, 
engineers, and mathematicians. By seeing the practical applications of STEM fields in a setting 
as exciting as space exploration, students can connect their classroom learning to real-world 
challenges and achievements. This connection can motivate them to pursue studies and 
careers in STEM, a field that is not only critical to advancing human knowledge and capability 
but also to solving some of the world’s most pressing issues. The hands-on learning 
experiences and interactions with professionals in the field provide invaluable insights into the 
workings of space exploration, making the abstract concepts of science and technology tangible 
and accessible.

Furthermore, a trip to NASA embodies more than just academic inspiration; it's a call to dream 
big. It teaches students that with enough determination, creativity, and hard work, the sky is not 
the limit, but just the beginning. Encouraging students to explore STEM fields through such 
visits can lead to a stronger, more innovative workforce in the future, ready to take on the 
challenges of exploring the unknown. Witnessing the cutting-edge technology and the sheer 
scale of space exploration efforts can leave a lasting impression on young minds, nurturing the 
next generation of thinkers, innovators, and explorers who will continue pushing the boundaries 
of what is possible.



1. India - New York

Take flight from India to New York. Reach and followed by Sightseeing of 

Statue of Liberty and Ellis Island, Later visit the Observatory Deck at the 
Empire State Building. Followed by Lunch at Anand Restaurant. Post Lunch 

Visit to the Manhattan covering  9/11 Memorial, Central Park, Rockefeller Center 
and TimesSquare (3 hrs). Have Dinner and check Into hotel. 

2. Orlando

Morning after breakfast Fly Out to Orlando. Reach Orlando by afternoon and 

proceed for lunch. Post lunch you will visit the Florida Mall / Walmart (any 
one). Later Enjoy American Dinner at Cici's. Check In at Hotel. 

3. Day 3 Animal Kingdom

Today you enjoy the day at Animal Kingdom. Post Breakfast you will drive 

down to Disneys Animal kingdom and enjoy the day. Lunch Coupons or $12 will 
be given for lunch. Evening return to Hotel, onway enjoy dinner at Indian 

Restaurant.

4. Island of Adventures

Today you enjoy the day at Universal Studios. Post Breakfast you will drive 

down to Universal's Island of Adventures, and enjoy the day. Lunch Coupons or 
$12 will be given for lunch. Evening return to Hotel, onway enjoy dinner at 

Cici's 

5. Kennedy Space Center

Today you enjoy the day at Kennedy Space Center. Post Breakfast you will 

drive down to NASA's Kennedy Space Center's Visitors complex. Go visit the 
multiple exhibitories and take a bus tour of the Apollo Staurn centrer, Visit the 

Atlantis Center. Lunch Coupons or $12 will be given for lunch. Evening transfer 
to airport for flight to New York. Reach New York and transfer to hotel. 

6. Flight to India via JFK

Today You get Transferred to JFK for flight to Delhi at 12:30 hrs



7. India

Reach India at 11:40 Hrs. Tour Ends

Tour Cost: Rs. 365000.00

GST and TCS Extra.

INCLUSIONS

 Return Economy Airfare : [Delhi – Orlando] – [Orlando – New York] – [New York – Delhi]
 Private Coach for above tour program.
 Accommodation at 3 star hotel on sharing.
 All meals as mention in itinerary. (Hotel/Restaurant/Food Vouchers)
 Entrance Tickets: Universal Studios,  Disney's Animal Kingdom, Statue of Liberty, Empire State 
Building.
 Accompanying English Speaking Licensed Guide as per itinerary.
 All Toll Taxes, Parking, Tips, Fuel, Other Taxes.
 Insurance Coverage, Airport Tax & Service Tax.
 Meet & Assistance from New Delhi Airport.
 All USA Government Taxes.
 Visa Fees & Processing Charges
 One Teacher free on every fifteen Students


